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In Closing

Understory: Layer of plants and vegetation—life—growing under 
the tree’s canopy but above the forest floor. The understory is the 
home of the unexpected, the fecund, the mysterious. 

Northern New England Review Volume 42 attempts to inhabit 
the understory with our crafted creepings, low-light wanderings, 
the unstories of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. With our 
newest edition, we strive to complicate easy narratives of place and 
homecoming with our unfurling dares and syntactical seedlings. 
Take, for instance, the familial longing in “Going to Her Now,” by 
Chris Torino (page 17), the quiet hope of “Winter’s Promise” by 
Patricia Zube (page 31), and the bittersweet reckoning of Robert 
Paul Allen’s verse in “Not Long to Go” (page 35).

In the vividly rendered fiction “Pond Hockey” (page 40) by Elliot 
Slater, we explore the pain of growing and the growth inherent in 
friction. Tonya C. Hegamin’s searing poem, “Gilded Soot” (page 
50), burns bright with the danger and heat of transformation. 
NNER values poetry that pushes boundaries, prose that churns with 
beauty, creative nonfiction that makes us pause—lyrical deep dives 
with lines so arresting we find ourselves saying them aloud.  
 
We hope you enjoy these original explorations of space, time, 
and memory as much as we enjoyed curating this collection of 
undercurrents. 

—Margot Douaihy

  
EDITORS' NOTE





GROUNDING
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Kathryn Sadakierski 

SAP  

You weave your way across
Pine needles scattered on the dirt,
These down feathers
Gathered among the weathered trunks,
With the threat of falling sap
Imminent,
As though you wait
For the other shoe to drop,
Dodging booby traps.
 
Pulleys and silver buckets
Make the forest like a theater,
Backstage,
Where you pull the curtains,
Shine the lights,
Sun creating patterns
Among the leaves,
With their eyelet cutouts,
The stuff of lace and sundresses.
Light has an uncanny way
Of always finding a place
To illuminate,
Ricocheting through
Like there are no limits.
 
The climactic change,
Plot lines on tectonic plates
That shift, ever so subtly,
Is always felt
In what is left unsaid,
In the spaces between our breaths,
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Between the clouds,
The leaves and trees,
Light and shade,
Line and shape,
Avoiding the rain,
Tree sap,
In the sugaring season,
When the reward is meant to be sweet,
Maple syrup and candy.
 
But this careful interweaving,
Pointed definition,
Without meeting somewhere
In between,
Is like tiptoeing around eggshells,
As we walk through the woods,
Words hanging in the air,
Pine needles scattered in the dirt
Like trodden leaves.
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Mike Reis

CREVASSE

When you plummet,
Before the crush recall
 
How the gray moraine
Hurled by like a spear to the past,
 
How the blue-iced serac shivered, not shook,
How the snow bridge shucked off your shuffle
 
And the crevasse cracked wise at your coming,
Snapping out its hail and howdy.
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Mike Reis

FOSSIL 

These marbled veins,
Hard-laced,
Were blood-full roar and rove.    
Wolves drifting in the dire,
Weaving the maw of the mortal. 
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Mike Reis

SIX FINCHES

In earshot of the dueling foxes,
They whirl their circling windway to a wintering field
 
Like quick-falling leaves, solo-flown for months,
Still roaming what cannot be seen.
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Chris Torino

GOING TO HER NOW

Here is a breathing body and a beating heart,
strong legs, bones and teeth,

and two clear eyes to read the world, she whispered…
                                                –Billy Collins, “The Lanyard”
 
“This is my mother’s favorite window,” I told any first-time visitor to 
my early-childhood home. My mother smiled—closed-lipped, kindly, 
proudly—at me. 
 I, still then mutually proud, beamed.
 A small octagonal window, with dark-stained-wood grilles and 
frame. In a family room newly added with a one-car garage, to our 
three-bedroom ranch in my suburban New Hampshire hometown. 
This west-facing window with no sunrises shining through, and too 
high up for me, as a child, to see sunsets. Even now, from a Google 
Maps street view, the octagonal window is hidden, tucked away.
 Had she ever said it was her favorite? Did I just feel it? Had 
it been her idea to add that window? Knowing my father—and 
her—this window might’ve been her one contribution to the plan. 
Regardless, I let everyone know it was her favorite: friendsn of the 
family once brought their new VCR-tape-sized camcorder, and the 
footage of my house tour shows me four times asserting this.
 I remember building with Legos on the brown carpet in that new 
room, with a view—partially obstructed by dining-room chairs—of 
my mother in the kitchen, seated at the folding card table. Memories 
of her with a cigarette in her left hand, working a curled-up-cat puzzle 
with her right. I don’t remember her listening to music, but, today, 
40 years later, I might play Simon and Garfunkel’s “The Sound of 
Silence” as accompaniment. This greatest-hits LP, standing silent 
in our cabinet, and our then cat, Garfunkel, might agree; and its 
theme—the inability to communicate emotionally—sounds true.
A year later—same view—she held to her ear the handset of our beige, 
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rotary-dial, wall phone, listening, whispering a few words. Afterward 
I learned her mother had died; maybe she’d been crying. I thought I’d 
been right to give her space then—and often thereafter—but perhaps 
I should’ve gone to her.
 Other images of her: practicing with me for my fifth-grade 
spelling bee; rubbing my back when I was sick; helping me shape 
dough into the Appalachian Mountains for my topographical science 
project. With these images, why can’t I hear her voice? I feel her 
presence and smile. Feet tucked under her in a comfy chair, mug of 
hot Lipton tea on the side table, reading a book, perhaps Stephen 
King’s The Stand, from the library where she took me weekly. Making 
beef teriyaki for my birthday in a historic snowstorm—though 
worried about my father driving home from work—laughing and 
assuring me, “It’ll be cooked before the power goes out!” Playing 
Monopoly with me at our coffee table. 
 Around that table, my sister, brother, mother, father, and I, with 
Crayola markers, crafted “No Smoking” signs. My mother, who 
drew beautifully, helped us while my father cut out the signs and 
proclaimed how great this was. We taped them around the house and 
in their cars as reminders. We magnetted paper to the refrigerator: my 
parents tick-marked each cigarette in a day. My mother made it down 
to four. Or two? My father to zero. He quit smoking. My mother still 
does. I remember being disappointed in her then. And I still am.
 We moved, leaving behind the octagonal window. But, in a bigger 
house, we added an eventually quiet living room, which took several 
years to furnish because the family room took priority, where I helped 
my mother stain tongue-and-groove, pine boards, handing them 
up to my father on scaffolding for our cathedral ceiling. My brother 
and I added a portable basketball hoop, into which we arced three-
pointers without fear of ceiling interference. The room sounded with 
life and, on weekends, resounded with friends sleeping over: MTV 
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booming, bodies jostling-thudding in a basketball game, pillow fights, 
screaming-fun. 
 Opposite this boisterousness, rested the living room that would 
become my mother’s favorite space, in my mind, replacing her 
octagonal window. Before my parents could afford to furnish this 
room, it too was loud—an indoor field of blue-sky carpet, with games 
of kneeling-football and cartoon battles drawn on stretches of butcher 
paper. Furniture arrived; the room quieted. Chosen by my mother, 
with monthly payments due, and facing the fireplace, two wingback 
chairs and a side table between, for a lamp and her tea. Her revitalized 
focal point: a new coffee table, a mahogany butler’s tray table, delicate 
enough that an errant ball might snap its hinged, turned-up sides.
We moved in 1986. She began part-time work at Zayre department 
store with her living room fully furnished by ’89. It seemed my 
mother didn’t talk enough, and my father didn’t listen enough. They 
stammered and stuttered. Separated in ’91. Divorced in ’93.
 “He certainly wasn’t going to move out of the house,” she said 
when I was old enough to hear. Why hadn’t I questioned this earlier? 
With the divorce, to a condominium living room she moved the 
butler’s tray table and one wingback chair. “For some reason, he let 
me have the pink chair, but not the blue one I read in.”
 In 1996, my father sold our home. I remember needing to visit, 
but didn't pursue it. Did I stand in my mother’s living room, again 
empty? Did I think about her or my siblings, or just myself?
 I continued headlong across my twenties, thirties, and forties. 
My mother remarried a nice man who lived in the home he’d 
grown up in—bought from his parents—at the end of a dirt road 
well into the New Hampshire woods. No octagonal window, no 
butler’s coffee table. A receptionist for 20 years, now she’s some 
years retired. Her husband’s agoraphobia limits her more than 
she alone could; she rarely calls or visits her three children or six 
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grandchildren. “My job as a parent,” she told me when my son 
was born, “was to make you independent so that you didn’t need 
me.” Sometimes, to me, this sounds laudable, sometimes not.
 She still tucks her legs under herself to read, I saw on my last 
visit. I’d turned her onto John Irving—we appreciate the humor 
that keeps the real and suffering bearably at arm’s length—and, 
as she flipped the pages of the used The World According to Garp 
I’d brought her, I thought about how, without her, I’m obviously 
not I. From her I learned creativity, compassion, and laughter. 
Where did her life with those things go? From her, I learned to 
love reading, to value others’ conceptions, and to know comfort in 
quietness. To feel, even if not to say.
 Separated by glass sliding doors, I watch her smoke at an open 
window in their three-season porch. Filled with windows, light, 
and trees. Quietly. “And all the lives we ever lived and all the 
lives to be... are full of trees and changing leaves,” Virginia Woolf 
wrote. What’s it like to always look out that window? Does she 
ever wish she’d lived differently? Does she want anything different? 
More friends? More influence, or time? Living new experiences? 
Being simply more?
 

*  *  *  
 
I regularly call my father while commuting out of New York City. 
My mother once a month. Memories of my father breathe outside 
the house and my mother’s in. I often think—not through—that 
she isn’t living enough. Not leaving a legacy. Neither creating nor 
loving enough. Beyond my windshield, traffic crowds my way 
along the Henry Hudson Parkway. I wonder whether my two eyes 
have a clear read.
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*  *  *  

While lying in bed, I’m reading a New Yorker article about our 
imagined lives: “…one of the most significant facts about us may 
finally be that we all begin with the natural equipment to live a 
thousand kinds of life but end up in the end having lived only 
one.” Close my eyes. My road had been so clear, with off-ramps 
into a thousand imaginings. I read on: “While growth realizes, it 
narrows. Plural possibilities narrow.”
 Words and life converging.
 My wife sleeps next to me, but my children sleep in dorm beds 
away. And I continue to grow into the beating heart my mother 
raised.
 For too long, I, too, narrowed her. We each do our part.
 I grow, I realize, I narrow—too.
 

*  *  *  
 
Commuting home, I call her while stuck in traffic and ask about  
her window. She laughs, without words saying she’s touched by my 
remembering, by my going to her now and back in time.
 “I’d seen that octagonal window somewhere, and I told your 
father I wanted it,” she says. “I had to have it. It totally intrigued 
me.”
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Russell Rowland

SHAKER POND

A long walk holding hands
where no one else went so no
litter or fire-ring smudge to spoil it
almost justifies considering
a pond away in the woods ours
 
ownership is complicated
while love has a prior claim
State and Conservation Trust
and Forestholdings LLC are
claim-jumpers in the faster lane
 
what First Folk never dreamed
of owning was once a little brook
God raised to run downhill
and thought it very good a God
not big on tower construction
 
Shakers coming with oxen yoked
together set bulwark stones
that broadened the flow down
to the snail’s-pace of a pond
hands to work and hearts to God
 
Shakers now extinct from years
of celibacy reengineered a brook
for us the millennial couple who
feel rich and God walks here
too not remembering it like this
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Paul O. Jenkins

DEDICATION

Last time I was home I spied the postage stamp prairie
From the hill that green sprawling summer,
Brushed away a gnat, and noticed the Okada memorial stone overgrown,
As if it might be time to weed our memories.  
Then honored as servant to her administrators,
She had spent the war interned, suspect Issei.
But I only ever saw her smile at me,
My white face no reminder of the distrust her country had shown her
And her husband, who tried so hard at everything he burst his heart.
The prairie below me, as tiny as her indignation,  
Buzzed and teemed with living things, 
Simple reminders, I thought, of time’s forgiveness,
And measured temporality.  
I stared at Indian Paintbrush, Purple Avens and pondered 
Playing gardener.     
I moved forward, bent over the stone,
And then did nothing, opting to honor our forgetfulness.
I drew breath, waved away a midge,
And bowed to our green destroyer.  





PASSAGES
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Russell Dupont 

ROCKS & STONES

When I was young, there were rock fights.
Two gangs arrayed in haphazard ranks,
in mocking contempt, across from each other.
When all was done, some limped away
with bloodied heads, bruised and swelling knots
and some, after a slap across the side of the head,
dragged off by aproned mothers
muttering about stupidity.
 
Other days, we set bottles
on backyard fences
and like Spahn, Feller
and Whitey Ford,
reared back, kicked high,
hoped for the smash of glass.
 
On summer nights, we skimmed
smooth stones across
the flatness of the bay,
watching them skip off
the rippled water.
 
On this just-warm Vermont morning
when the mist skims the fields,
I walk the hard-packed road to Willoughby,
hefting stones, testing my aged arm.
 
The high, hard one is neither
and bounces benignly in LeBrecque’s pasture.
A broken branch serves as a bat and
I loft rocks in lazy arcs into the field.
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Below, where the curve of the road
cradles his house, LeBrecque backs his truck
onto the road, turns and heads up toward me,
wrapping the truck in a haze of June dust.
 
Believing my friendly wave
diverts him from farmer's chores,
I watch him skid to a stop.
 
Henri LeBrecque , broad about the shoulders
and belly, with a farmer's muscled arms,
jumps from the cab of his truck.
 
“Do you know how many years
it took me to clear that field of rocks?”
 
His moon-face is red
and his home-cut hair
is flat with sweat
against his head.
He kicks the dust—
 
“I don't need no more rocks.”
 
And I am the child again, chastised,
slapped across the side of the head,
trying to cough up the word “sorry”
and, as once before long ago,
hearing the echo, “stupid.”
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Mia Randolph  

WHY DID I EVER WANT TO GROW UP?

Once upon a time she was a fairy. Ears already pointed, her wings 
the feet she used to climb the trees in the forest as nature watched.
 
The earth smiled down upon her then, for their homes were the 
same, and finally someone saw the magic that was meant to be 
there. Cypress trees were houses, waterfalls were points of meeting, 
trees were castles and hideouts, twigs were timber, and life was 
seen through the fern and pine tinted lens that only children 
can see through.

I stared up at the trees as the light filtered between them, 
closed my eyes as tiny specks dotted my face.
 
Freckles of light.
Where is she now, I wonder.
 
Sometimes if I close my eyes long enough I feel 
as if I can see her sitting in the ferns telling me it’s okay 
to go back in time. You can stay as long as you want here; 
the sun will wash away the present stories and replace 
them with me, she says.
  
But don’t worry, if you think about it, you don’t 
have to wish to go back in time to see me again.
At least not yet.
 
why did i ever have to grow up
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Patricia Zube  

SCENIC VISTA

We rode along the Kancamagus Highway
in October ‘67, my family of eight
and you at your prime, as striking as
the grandeur of foliage at its peak                  
 
Like frenzied bees we spilled
from the Ford Country Squire          
sipped icy stream’s nectar with cupped hands                                        
picnicked on weathered tables chained to granite
 
We posed for the Polaroid and captured
mere seconds to tuck in a pocket
memories for the scrapbook, souvenirs
to script the pages of my evening diary
 
You were a scenic vista—
filled with panoramic hope                                                                 
passion as vast as the mountains                         
courage as vibrant as fiery maples 
vision keen like the heir of Passaconaway     
                                                                       
You climbed a cliff and perched above us
hailed from a rocky ledge, waved both arms
like a golden eagle ready to take flight
and proclaimed victory, “I’m king of the hill!”           
                                                                                                                 
Like the spirit of the great sachem 
your voice soared over hilltops
exalting North Woods’ warrior                                                                             
Kancamagus—Fearless One
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Russell Rowland

FIRST FROST

Welcome it as an indulgent father did
the youngster home loved for his trouble
 
rime on the lawn spicules like fingerbones
on every window when you awaken
skin on Shannon Pond till sun shoos it
but it will return ducks are well aware
 
welcome it with that open heart
which receives unexpected company
as family that straight backbone useful
when wrestling losses into godsends
 
as counseled by Pastor and texts
in needlepoint hung up in the parlor
 
welcome it since to turn away
and slam the door will hardly chasten it
into giving you your summer back
 
welcome it graciously grateful
you thought to bring the last tomatoes in
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Patricia Zube

WINTER’S PROMISE 

An inch of snow covers the ground.
Stiff-necked weeds poke through
raised beds, laying bare
their sagging heads for spite.
 
Cucumber frames devoid of vines
leave a wood and wire teepee above
a barren tomb of withered roots,
frozen remains in a shriveled womb.
 
The corn field keeps no memory
of golden kernels or stalks that once
stretched up to harvest height—holds only
stumpy ends like the week-old stubble
of an old man’s beard. 
 
Shallow roots in a strawberry patch
wait for longer days and stronger rays
to coax their shoots through
stiffened crust of matted straw.
 
Winter rye’s faded blades guard
fruitless earth from frigid gales’ wrath.
Soil is held captive until
maple trees summon their sap to rise.
 
The compost pile offers sustaining scraps
to foraging squirrels and rats.
It barely breaths from deep within,
waits for spring’s decaying warmth
to deliver winter’s promise—black gold.
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Matthew Johnson

MY WOOSTER AVE. CHRISTMAS–CIRCA 2003

Christmas mornings in my household
Were spent like a lot of days in the year:
With more God than money.
 
My parents may have banked that with three little boys, 
There was no use in stockpiling fragile games or shiny toys;
All we needed each year were new pants, 
Maybe a board game without choking hazards, 
And most definitely, a ball of some sort. 
 
It was true,
After the first year where we fought each other for the chocolate 
In the Advent Calendar, my parents never bought another one. 
I also can’t recollect a single action figure I may have owned;
I like to think we may have once been gifted an off-brand Super Soaker. 
 
With more God than money,
We rarely wasted milk and cookies for some Yuletide sugarplum story.
School-made ornaments of paper-mâché far outnumbered 
Silvery bulbs and white Nativity ornaments;
It was fine, we didn’t need them.
 
I was happy enough without elbow room 
And feeling trapped like a family-picture turtleneck in my childhood home.
 
My frantically, overworked mother would don a face of municipal, holiday joy
While shimmying around the narrow kitchen to sit a pan of some sort, 
As my father would be in the backyard watching the flumes of a deep-fried bird 
Disperse in the wind-whistling snow.
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Russell Dupont

JOURNAL, BARTON, VT.

Beyond Lebrecque's
down the earth-packed road
to the green underbelly of Pisgah,
I arrive from Boston
in the vaward of the day,
come bent down, beaten,
to the summer coolness of this house
in the shadow of these gentle hills.
 
I come here once again, alone,
no wife to hold,
Kinsley still a thousand miles west.
 
All these seasons of arrivals
and departures and I'm still a stranger,
on the neighbor's land.
 
But this house
set back on a rise,
green pasture behind,
throbs with past summers.
 
I am here to listen
to its song.
 
To begin again.
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Russell Rowland

CAN YOU IMAGINE

Fall gales strum each tree like a guitar
leaves spin to their tune the golds
we cannot keep the reds that caused
us to squint the oranges a child chases
for her collection her science project
 
good to dance with the dervishes
of the season but then know enough
to live prim and proper as taught
by Grandma with her folded hands
pursed lips in November’s dullness
 
yet what of that twinkle in her eye
as she passed out sweets on our visits
do you think Grandma ever buried
her little brother in a heap of leaves
or kissed a beau behind the old oak
 
do you suppose they raced hand
in hand down long aisles of color
to a secret glade months before
they walked the church aisle she all
in white can you imagine I sure can
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Robert Paul Allen 

NOT LONG TO GO

The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
      But I have promises to keep,

      And miles to go before I sleep
      And miles to go before I sleep. 

–Robert Frost, "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening"

As I first read Robert Frost’s words,
miles to go rang true for me,
my path was clear, time my ally.
When I saw him the once, on TV,
 
his white mane windswept, I could see
his miles to go were on the wane.
He struggled with the light to read
his poem at JFK’s inaugural.
 
Now my miles to go are
dwindling down. After veering off
the path of wellness, I’ve learned 
the best doctors still have limits.
 
I am left wondering from whence
the next assault will come
and what the final blow will be.
Many fear the last few miles.
 
It’s not the certainty of death
I dread but lingering regrets.
What-ifs and promises unkept,
endure to fill and haunt my head.
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George Longenecker 

HIDDEN FOR SO LONG

Where hateful death put on his ugliest mask…
–Shakespeare, Henry IV, Part 2: Act 1 Scene 1

 

We’d lived for so long behind masks,
then once again we saw faces.
Most had been glad to hide,
for even the ugliest mask,
was better than gasping for breath,
and awaiting death.
For four seasons we hid,
then one morning sun came out,
and those who’d survived the virus
could once again see faces.
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Russell Dupont

WITH JOHN MARTIN ON THE 
MATTAWAMKEAG

The sun is behind the trees,
and the river before us has turned to ink.
A loon swoops low over the water,
and his wail warns of our quiet approach.
 
The forest is tightly knit,
upholstered in silence.
As we angle toward land,
our bow scars the unrippled surface,
opens it like an old wound
that heals itself as we pass.
 
These woods have crawled
to the river; they suck at its banks,
offer no solace to our aching arms,
demand that we yet bend our backs.
 
Ah, but then night arrives
like a lover's letter.
 
The fire and whiskey warm us,
and we sit watching the forest,
feeling its shadows come upon us.





SLOW BURN
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Elliot Slater 

POND HOCKEY

The winters were colder then, and there was more snow. The ponds 
were frozen from November into April. Entire weeks of school were 
canceled, and time spent instead playing elaborate snow games, in 
particular the neighborhood favorite, Stalk and Kill. They shoveled 
snow from their makeshift rinks as often, and far more lovingly, than 
they did the driveways and sidewalks of their families and neighbors.
 
There were four of them always together that winter, and they were 
fifteen, except for Timmy, who was fourteen, but was in the same 
grade. They all lived, in those dark months, for hockey. They played 
from the time they got home from school until after dark, and many 
nights returned to the ice to play after dinner, their other senses 
heightened by the night as they say a blind person’s are. Their games 
were small, three on three, or four on four, with the worst skaters in 
the goal, the more competent on defense, while the good skaters, the 
ballerinas Harry and Sam called them, the forwards. They played in all 
weather, around huge bonfires, day and night, on hard, crusty, brittle 
ice, and on soft, slushy spring ice with bubbling holes they drank out 
of during games.
 
The outlying neighborhoods of this mill town were more rural then, 
surrounded by working farms and abandoned farms, by acres of 
greenhouses, by miles of woodland and by woodland freshly cleared 
for the apartment buildings that eventually were to despoil some 
of their favorite refuges. Their town, in colonial times, and into the 
nineteenth century, had several rolling estates, several of which had 
survived as places for people to hold wedding receptions.
 
One of these was donated to the state in the twenties, and turned into 
a public reservation. They called it “The Park.” There were two parcels 
divided by a main roadway. A brook bisected the entire reservation, 
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flowing through the back of the neighborhood Timmy was from, 
into the first of two ponds, coursing downhill into a second pond, 
which was where all the waterfowl liked to be, and home also to the 
former estate and outbuildings (now the caretaker’s residence), and 
was where mothers took their small children go play and feed ducks 
and swans. The brook continued downhill, over a dramatic waterfall 
that had been ruined by an ill-conceived engineering project that 
replaced the natural waterfall with a slab of poured concrete, one 
with stones embedded in it to mimic a riverbed. They thought 
this the most pathetic thing they had ever seen in their lives. The 
previous summer they had been brought home by the police for 
showering under this waterfall. The further descent of the water into 
a kind of gorge was a place that was fun to fool around in, and all of 
them knew how to climb down the entire length of the falls and the 
river leaping from rock to rock in the middle of the torrent.
 
The brook eventually leveled out and flowed into a stone culvert under 
the road into the other section of the park. This part was bigger, more 
manicured, had man-made wading pools and baseball diamonds, but 
further in became wild again, the brook ending in a glorious swamp 
just past a hidden grotto surrounded by hills, which was where they 
spent most of their time when they weren’t playing hockey.
 
The brook was also the boundary line between their town and 
the neighboring town. The park was, in those days, undergoing a 
transition, changing from being considered the other town’s park, to 
their's. The boys from the other town who controlled the park were 
slightly older, but there were more of the younger boys, and they 
enjoyed better proximity. Demographics favored the younger boys 
in this border dispute.
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These older boys from the other town were also becoming more 
interested in cars and girls, and appeared less interested in brawling 
with fifteen year olds, especially as occasionally the younger boys were 
starting to win some of these fights. It was Timmy who imposed the 
final humiliation upon the older boys, later the following summer. 
These fights were shorter and less brutal than the ones of high school, 
began and ended quickly, and were, compared to the fights of their 
later adolescence, almost gentlemanly.
 
A dark, cold, January evening, about eight o’clock. The four of them 
sat on the edge of the millpond, their fumbling hands tugging their 
skate laces tight and lashing them around their ankles. Like so many 
sons of New England, they didn’t dress for the cold, never mind for 
hockey. Except for Sam, they didn’t wear pads or helmets. Harry didn’t 
even have gloves. Sam, because he was the goalie, had some cheap leg 
pads he wore outside his blue jeans, and hockey gloves with holes in 
several of the fingertips that his mother had given him for Christmas 
when he was ten years old. They barely fit him. Timmy and Charlie 
were always, when skating, stripped of coats, wearing only sweaters 
and jeans. All of them wore black stocking caps, something they 
collectively affected, along with Army jackets.
 
Further out on the ice four other boys, slightly older, slightly bigger, 
were playing hockey. These boys were from the other town. Charlie 
and Timmy began to skate, loosening up, fooling around with a puck, 
skating backwards. The shapes of the other boys were distant shadows, 
identifiable by the noise of their skates and their shouts.
 
“Fucking assholes,” said Harry, grimacing. He and Sam smiled at 
each other. They were old friends. They had met when they were four, 
when Harry had wandered into his yard one day, and they had always 
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thought of each other as best friends, as long as that was important. 
The advent of seventh grade, of taking the bus every day to the 
junior high school, had changed their neighborhood provincialism 
—or in their case, their street’s—and lessened their xenophobia 
somewhat. They had come to have other close friends.
 
“Yeah, they suck,” said Sam. He was wary of these older boys from 
the other town, having been beaten up by some of them when he 
was younger. Not these particular ones, but by their ilk. Harry rose 
with great effort, and skated deliberately away. He was a graceful 
skater for his size, a guard in football, although he had not made the 
freshman hockey team. None of them had, though Sam hadn’t even 
tried out, and Timmy went to Catholic school.
 
Sam got to his feet. He was cold. His skating was unsteady. He 
loved the feeling, though, of skating at night. The pond was black, 
with streaks of white ice shavings. The air was cold in a lovely way, 
Sam thought. Cold and thin. Fresh. Clean. There was no wind, 
and no sound but the almost metronomic sounds of skate blades 
on ice. The four of them fooled around for a while, Charlie and 
Timmy trying to score on Harry and Sam. As fast and clever as the 
ballerinas were, Harry’s easy-going, deceptive defense was effective, 
and Sam was a pretty good goalie. After a few minutes, one of the 
older boys skated over.
 
“Want to play a game?” he asked. He had a cocky, arrogant face. His 
was a challenge more than a question, but not entirely unfriendly. 
His friends skated over. Sam recognized one of them from 
encounters with Dominic. 

“I’m Eddie,” the first boy said.
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“Okay,” said Timmy, looking steadily at Eddie. Some mumbled 
introductions were made, a semblance of civility. Harry exchanged a 
smile and a nod with one of the boys he knew from St. Luke’s.
They always began these games with the defenseman bringing up the 
puck as if he were the center, passing to one of the wings and then 
falling back. Timmy and Charlie scored almost immediately. They were 
faster and smarter than their opponents, and, Sam knew, frustrating 
to play against. Charlie in particular liked to style, and was reckless, 
graceful and fearless. A bit of a daredevil, was Charlie, as he later 
became when he took up skiing. He was sly in the pond game, and 
knew how to avoid being roughed up by the older boys. Timmy was 
no less fluid as a skater, but he relished contact, was physical in a way 
Charlie wasn’t. This combination was maddening to the other team.
 
Harry, whose affect was to lumber, was a savvy player. The distance 
between the goals wasn’t great. Harry mostly cleared pucks behind the 
goal or took passes from his forwards, and, of course, protected Sam.
 
Sam was having a good night, and after ten minutes or so of play 
had only been scored upon once. Hockey, the game of endless 
aggravation and insult, provides plenty of opportunity to provoke 
the other team. The older boys knew scores of ways to do so, with 
elbows and sticks and verbal needling. Charlie’s elusive skills didn’t 
protect him from being tripped and hooked. Timmy’s élan and 
fearlessness wasn’t defense against being speared and slashed. The 
younger boys responded in kind. The game turned in some way. 
Sam could feel it. He could feel the atmosphere contract. Not a 
hundred yards away was a road, and beyond that the sprawling 
grounds of a mental hospital, but because of a stone wall, and the 
night, they were all but invisible to the outside world.
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Sam could tell that Harry was avoiding the kid he knew from St. Luke’s, 
and he could also tell that something was going to happen between 
Timmy and Eddie, who was wearing an unpleasant smile. Sam allowed 
a goal, and the boy who made it took him out as he scored.

“He was in the crease!” Sam protested, having trouble standing back up.
 
“What fucking crease?” Eddie asked, and all his friends laughed.
 
“5-2,” said Timmy, and Harry made ready to bring up the puck. He 
passed it to Timmy, who skated through everyone and scored. “6-2,” 
said Timmy, in his best no-brag-just-fact voice. He smiled at Harry, 
and they laughed. Eddie was furious, and he took Timmy out with 
a ferocious cross check. Timmy’s stick went skittering away. He was 
on his knees. “You fucking asshole,” he said to Eddie.
 
“You want to fight?” asked Eddie, dropping his stick. Sam skated 
out to Timmy, as did Harry. Charlie picked up Timmy’s stick and 
skated over, deftly coming to a stop beside Harry.
 
“You want to fight, little shit?” Eddie asked again.
 
“Okay,” Timmy said. “Are you going to let me get up?”
 
“Yeah, c’mon, hurry up,” Eddie said.
 
Timmy rose to one knee, and was just beginning to rise when Eddie 
hit him with a tremendous roundhouse sucker punch that knocked 
Timmy to his knees again, followed by a second punch that laid 
him out on his side. Eddie’s timing had been exquisite, they all had 
to acknowledge later on. Timmy had been perfectly off balance. It 
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was clear, after the second punch, that the fight was over. Blood was 
pumping out of Timmy’s nose.
 
Sam was angry at this injustice. Outraged, really. They all were. Sam 
skated awkwardly over to Eddie. He and his friends were staring at 
Timmy bleeding into his hands. “You said you’d let him get up!” 
Sam said.
 
Eddie turned to him. He seemed to have been calmed by the fight. 
He considered Sam, not unkindly. Almost friendly. “First lesson 
of fighting, kid. You do anything you can do to win. Whatever it 
takes.” He and his friends all laughed at this, and Eddie with his 
cocky, amused expression taking obvious pleasure in condescending 
to the younger boy from the next town. Imparting wisdom to the 
benighted.
 
Sam persisted. “That wasn’t fair!” This outburst convulsed the older 
boys, and Eddie mocked him.
 
“‘That wasn’t fair.’ Boohoohoo. I’m crying my ass off. ‘That wasn’t 
fair!’” Eddie pushed him, and Sam, in trying to catch his balance, 
tripped and fell awkwardly. Eddie was still laughing as he and his 
friends skated away. Sam looked to Timmy, both down on the ice. 
Their eyes met.
 
“Someday,” was all Timmy said.
 
“Are you okay?”
 
“I’m fine."
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While they helped Timmy, the other team disappeared into the 
night, crossing the street into their town. The four friends then sat 
together and slowly undid their skates.

“Let’s go over to Alan’s house,” said Charlie. “We got to tell Alan 
and Roy about this.”
 
“He didn’t even want to fight fair. He didn’t even let you stand up.” 
Sam just couldn’t get past the injustice.
 
“He knew it was the only way he was going to beat Timmy,” said Harry.
 
This made them all feel better. The night air had dried Timmy’s 
blood into scabs around his nostrils. They trudged away slowly, in 
single file, in the blackness of the woods, down along the side of the 
brook. They were silent and sure-footed. They could see little except 
for the path in front of them. Their thoughts were long, deadened 
by their concentration, by the conundrum, the very idea, the 
violation, of not fighting fair. Of not letting an opponent stand up. 
They rolled the taste of brutality around in their young mouths, and 
relished its complexity. They all knew that there was this day called 
“someday,” and they knew they were better prepared for it than they 
had been. As they were every incremental step of the way, through 
the wood, and under the culvert, along the brook frozen enough to 
bear their weight, and into the hilly, meadowed familiar contours of 
their side of the park.
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Karen L. Kilcup   

BARN FIRE

The first flame rises, smoke
            unfurls. One snorts, another screams
                        and staggers down, eyes shade
 
like clouds passing over water. Whiskers, unholy candles;
            a chestnut sheen consumed, fleshless
                        body fallen.    
 
The firemen's yellow coats congeal from the inferno;
            four of fifty-nine are saved. 
                        The awful incense lasts
            
for days. The witnesses sift the char,
            timber and bone, that fills the stone
                        foundation hole.
 
Do horses dream? Cylinders of carrot in outstretched          
            palms, alfalfa underfoot, still ponds at dawn? 
                        Rolling clover fields whose only sound
 
is birdsong, and quiet breath? 
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Miriam Levine

CANDLE TO THE FLAME 
    for Jim

Clear skies when in the east the evening star is clean as ice,
I would think that’s where the sun will rise: east and east again,
 
sunlight floods our room, the tables blaze, the unnecessary
candle leaves the smell of smoke, a trace on the candle stick.
 
“Why are we here?” my friend once asked. “Our species . . .”
“To read each other’s poems,” I laughed. In his there are
 
swallows, swifts, doves, red-winged blackbirds, crows
ancient seers would see as auguries and I dare to see as hope,
 
but aren’t we also here to sacrifice the candle to the flame 
  and see light fade?
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Tonya C. Hegamin 

GILDED SOOT 

You disappeared.
Your body set itself on fire
without permission.
You watched from the ethers,
sipping comet juice.
What else is there to do when the mind has no use?
 
You disappeared.
Slipped between the bed and baseboard,
steeped in your own funk.
Your body continued its languished mutiny
though the vote had no legitimate quorum.
 
You disappeared.
The ropes you used to tie yourself down
shimmer, frayed by moonlight.
The glow of your coaled body stayed,
screamed bright.
 
But you disappeared.
The body became your imposter.
What was the difference?
The cards you dealt
always held the same fate…
hawk kicked from her kettle,
murderous crows.
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So you disappeared.
Your body set itself to flight,
the phoenix you never asked for.
Left you seasick, tentacled—
a flagrant flotsam bound in glittering slime.
 
Translucent changeling,
what karma left you such heady souvenirs:
lily pollen on the fingers—a gilded soot
and blood pearled with tears.
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Robert Paul Allen 

A POEM ON CHRISTINA’S WORLD 
Inspired by Andrew Wyeth's painting

My family’s afraid my face will scare the kids,
one side’s sort of stoved in.
Even the doc looks the other way
when he comes to check me over.
 
No one’s supposed to know about me,
but secrets have their way of slithering out. 
I can’t do much for myself. Grandma thinks,
God shouldn’t have let me live.
 
I’ve longed to see past the ridge,
for as far back as I can remember.
Mama forgot to lock my door,
she’d be angry, I crawled out here.
 
My legs and arms pulled me
farther than I thought. Now, heading home,
they’re like jelly. In spite of that, the view down
below made me want to keep on going.
 
As I lay there, taking it all in,
every dazzling little bit of it,
a world of sweet-smelling Timothy Hay
murmured ‘n swayed for me alone. 
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Miriam Levine

GERANIUM

When frost was certain,
I heaved a pot
of geranium up
by the rim, pushed
it into the house, lifted it
onto the bottom step,
then to each higher step.
The pot was too heavy
to carry without stopping
for a breath. I reached
the second floor and shoved
it to a southwest window.
Poor thing left to languish?
No! Fifteen months inside
and it’s blooming against cold
glass, the flower-head made
of smaller flowers, starry red
explosions, scalloped leaves
fed on nitrate, phosphate, potash
in sludge ground from fish parts.
The stems seem indifferent
to gravity. And the buds, too.
They cluster and swell
on spindles. Rub a leaf
against the nap—that scent
lemon-red and slightly
oily . . .  I won’t move it. Some
plants prefer an inside room,
a high ceiling for a sky. 
They don’t miss the stars.
I’d never put them on
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a grave. Cut flowers
are better there, a bolt
of color like sudden
memory, but one cold night
and all the colors dull.
Stones are even better. 
Headstones and smaller
stones, those pebbles
left to show someone came.
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UPROOTED
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Stephen A. Allen 

PANTOUM WITH A RUINED BREAKFAST 

Sausage and onions spit in the pan.
A spirit guide sits at the window
disguised as a crow. I do not know
who it has come for. Maybe me.
 
The spirit guide taps on the window
with its beak, as if summoning
who it has come for. Maybe I
should be paying more attention
 
to its bleak blackness, summoned
to this world for obscure reasons.
Or should I be paying more attention
to my cooking? Some things happen
 
in this world for obscure reasons,
but blame the fact of breakfast burning
on my cooking. Something happens
in the bushes under the window.
 
I finally smell the breakfast burning,
sausage and onions scorched in the pan.
What’s in the bushes under the window?
What does the crow want? I do not know.
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John Kennedy 

SKINNY DIPPING OVER THE BORDER  

The International Boundary Commission ensures that the boundary 
will never be just an imaginary line. Known as "the Slash," this 
treeless zone is 20 feet wide and covers everything from narrow 

isolated islands to steep hillsides.
–Atlas Obscura, 2020

 

Over scar tissue of the continent
Sweep great north winds. Trees won’t grow. Soil won’t take
New seed. It’s fertile twenty feet north
Or south. Land’s been planted. Oats and corn and rye
Endure their unrequited love of sun.
But this desolate lane, cut lifeless by
Hudson’s inheritors and Champlain’s, yields
Crabgrass and keeps lawful crossers away.
On this night though, mischievousness moves me.
 
Fed by aquifer–hovering somewhere
Subterraneous, borderless as blood– 
The pond in Dubois’ fallow pasture
Is still and lustrous as obsidian.
Perfect specs of starlight mirror the sky.
And as I strip and slip into the cold
I am treading in an undulating
Outerspace, between nations, astronaut
Of ice water in sweltering midnight. 
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Zoe Tuck

MIDNIGHT MOVIE 

It’s raining and my eyes are dilated. I’ve watched the same dumb 
show ten times as I’ve grown further left. I mean that it no longer 
comforts me, being a vision of a world I don’t share. So why am I 
watching it? I wish I had a tumbler of whiskey and a hand-rolled 
cigarette, though I no longer smoke. I picture sheltering it with my 
cupped hand, the back of which is wet with rain, and cold because 
of it. Some droplets slip through, moistening the cigarette, such 
that I have to pull harder for a mouthful of smoke and steam. I’m 
searching for laughter and freedom and care. From the world. The 
smell of the unstained cedar wood of the shed, the cobwebs of 
robust Texan spiders and an air-powered stapler. A pneumatic drill 
press. I don’t know what that is. What are all these white cabinets 
and granite countertops for if not. Poetry and queerness crop 
up amidst the extremisms of the followers of the Christian lord, 
highly normalized in Texas. Normalisms crop up in the poetry and 
queerness of the word, my proper name, a single identifier. But 
it’s not that against which my bile rises up, it’s another thing, the 
missing midnight movie. What was going to have been showing? 
And candy smuggled in. Teeth and health and rectitude: a USian 
morality. I never say America anymore unless I mean something 
bigger than this hateful net cast across dry Denver and the hoof-
stamped plains. I fucking hope it rains on Denver tonight unless 
that is contraindicated for the health of its slacking tubercular 
wights. Do you see the double-doubleness of my mind? As if I 
could hex a city and startle myself with my own power, rather than 
struggling to imagine a billionaire within the gossamer frame of 
this night music. We’re all topping a billionaire from the bottom 
tonight.
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Katherine Leonard 

THE GARDEN OF THE ORDINARY GOD 

The red-backed salamander goes underground, says the article.
Gentle skin open to breathe and sift the odors of musky leaves
of fiddlehead ferns in full array. Now senses the change—
Surface of soil under its featherweight
feet crunch on light rime ice—the signal to go deep.
 
Impulse ratchets higher—dig while earth is motherly-warm 
and receptive. The salamander knows the Ice Queen’s breath—
in its viscera, its integument; a body knowing—
tongue and toes intertwined with the urgency
that drives it to burrow past thin layers of decaying wood and moss.
 
Seeking paths made by rotted roots to travel ten stories 
of body length, past where the queen’s frozen fingers 
can reach. The salamander follows the cracked rock passages
into the haven of moist dark where it curls onto itself
in company of earthworms coiled
within their protective coating.
A season of dark spent waiting for the taste of moisture
honeyed with trillium’s first growth.
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Zoe Tuck 

NO SUNLIGHT 

Salt, sweet, fat.
I don’t care about a “Christmas star”
Charlotte sends me an article about the Pinkertons
and robber baron Bezos
 
I want to organize with Lucy Parsons in Chicago
and discuss new developments
in psychology and aesthetics
with the Munich phenomenologists
 
to ask Hannah Arendt if
the Vita Activa and the Vita Contemplativa
are really opposed
but I’d be embarrassed to ask
before I’ve finished her book
 
Last night I lay on the couch
and watched Jos Charles’s talk
on lyric something-or-other
at the Poetry Project
 
cravenly jealous of trans
academic stars
 
even though talking with Zach earlier had made me remember
that I don’t want to be famous, just ‘part of the conversation’
(I’m not sure why that bit needs scare quotes)
 
but despite my resolve not to become bitter
I am, occasionally, a little bitter
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and in those moments, I become
not the public intellectual I fantasize about being
 
but just someone who couldn’t hack it
 
in bed, in pain
no sunlight
no pizza
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Stephen A. Allen 

SPRING WEATHER IN A TIME OF 
SURVEILLANCE

 Satellites are watching. Smile
    for the camera. Listen for sounds
 of higher laughter. Grace abounds
                        below. We walk a mile
 
 in our own shoes. Rain starts again.
                                 I could go splash in puddles,
 but today I feel adult.
                                 Today I want a pattern,
 
 something to follow. Perhaps a mold
                                 to fit into. Conformity
 has its comforts, unity
                                 its appeal. A cold
 
 drop of water kisses my brow.
                                In the deepest bunkers
 technicians lean over screens. Darker
                                waters flow. I know
 
 about all this—we all know this,
                                but what does knowing do?
 What trace have I left, what hidden clues
                                have I provided? The hiss
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 of rain on the sidewalk is background noise.
                                 Surely, they filter it out
 to better hear when I try to shout
   at their agents, my voice

 a whisper in the hurricane.
                                Footprints in the mud
 reveal their presence. What have I done
                                 to earn this level of blame?
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George Longenecker 

VIRAL

It wasn’t the first time there’d been a disease
that took out flocks of humanity,
a virus which couldn’t be seen, 
for which we had no immunity— 
polio, bubonic plague, influenza—
we couldn’t believe it might kill us—
a few screamed and resisted quarantine, 
carried large black guns,
said they didn’t believe in vaccine,
but bullets wouldn’t protect them from a virus.
Day after day people coughed and died,
probably not the last time there’d be a disease,
and this one would leave
most of homo sapiens still alive,
despite those who’d rather rant, chant, pray,
and pay no attention to science. 
Perhaps the next pandemic will be the one—
the one that will spare nobody,
neither righteous nor sycophant,
neither prisoner nor priest,
one by one each will be taken down,
until there are none left to care for the dying,
and humans become extinct,
like wooly mammoth and archaeopteryx.
Everything we loved and created will be left behind:
Elizabeth Bishop’s Complete Poetry;
Walt Whitman’s Song of Myself;
Frank Gaylord’s bronze sculptures of soldiers;
a pastel yellow 1958 Edsel;
a Rolex watch still keeping time.
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Beth Ann Miller  

VAGRANTS

Lizzy picked Vagrants, my favorite dive bar off Rt. 7, for her baby 
shower. I’m waiting with a blue and pink foil balloon. She doesn’t know 
that I know she’s lying, again. I don’t mean to be mean, but she’s my 
sister, and sisters aren’t forgiving creatures. At least not of each other.
 The storm of the century is brewing, ice wind slicing through 
the floorboards. Us New Englanders know it's better to be stuck here 
than anywhere else. The foil balloon bobs up and down like one of 
those fake plants with the crazy faces, those crazy-faced daisies. Snow 
forms wild Tasmanian devils outside. Dreary purple clouds rumble 
doomsday predictions. Stock up on milk and batteries folks, it’s another 
doozy.
 The bartender ducks into the back to talk to his girl on 
line one, or do a line, or both. Clay-faced men park on snowbanks, 
snowmobile noses pointed to the sky. They seep into Vagrants, 
sweeping flakes from shoulders and hats. Haven’t you seen a north 
country winter before? They’ve weathered weather like this.
 Really, we’re all here for the same reason. We’re afraid of the 
storm piling against our doors until we’re buried alive with no one, no 
one at all.
 Of course Lizzy’s late. She’s always late. But this time her 
lateness feels wrong; there’s a feeling in my gut like something is 
wrong. I’m already cheap wine drunk, I think, too drunk to think.
And then there’s Ricky Bonecrush: man with the mud-crusted work 
boots, defender of the bar. Big beer smile exhibiting movie star teeth. 
Ponytail tucked into the collar of a fraying flannel.
 Tramp-stamp of a bone splintered in two, revealed when he 
reaches to grab a Bud from the sweating ice bucket. The image of a 
New England man, all the men I’ve known. He stands on a fruit 
box by the jukebox sharing stories like it is Sunday morning and the 
donation basket is being passed once, twice, three times around if 
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you love the lord.
 Ricky thinks me waiting for my sister in a storm is a 
goddamn tragedy and he’d like to tell me a thing or two about being 
stood up. He was married once and she was always leaving.
 What would happen if all the stars in the universe died out? I 
ask Ricky this and he laughs because how do you even answer a thing 
like that? I say it’s crazy, right, because all those stars actually died 
billions of years ago. What a ridiculous thing, to build our calendars 
and astrologies and secret underground railroads on things that were 
dead years before we even existed. Ricky sucks his bottom lip and says 
he never thought of it that way.
 He says we’d go look at the stars together if it weren’t for the 
storm. I say maybe Lizzy’s babies are up there in the sky. Pieces we 
could’ve had, should’ve had, but never really had at all.
 The phone behind the bar rings. It’s Lizzy and she’s on her 
way to Indiana. There’s a guy who loves her and her scraped-out belly. 
I pull the phone wire tight around my finger and uncoil it. It throngs 
between me and the wall and I breathe through the familiar ache 
throbbing in my heart or my gut.
 What if this is the storm to end all storms? What if we 
wandered forever and found ourselves here? The balloon bobs 
pathetically at my shoulder like a nagging lover.
 Ricky says he bets Lizzy isn’t as pretty as me and I tell him 
he’s wrong. I’m okay, but Lizzy is beautiful like some untouchable, 
unknowable, unreciprocated thing.
 I wonder what Indiana looks like and then I wonder what 
anywhere-but-here looks like. Ricky holds my hand when the power 
goes out. I am surprised that I’m comfortable as we sing Cash and the 
Stones with the grizzly-faced men in the dark. Somehow it feels like 
this is all that really matters, anyway.
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